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The Kashmir Rights Forum (KRF) is an informal, secular, apolitical and forward looking interactive platform
highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
supported by separatists and their over ground workers or indirectly by sympathizers over last three decades as a
result of proxy war initiated by Pakistan on our homeland.
KRF is dexterous, focused forum with overarching mission to mobilize expertise and public opinion to counter
the organized attempt to violate human rights of common innocent Kashmiris of all generations by the nexus and
tarnishing the image of government and security forces by certain section of media, intelligentsia and conflict
entrepreneurs by flaring up allegations of human rights violations on them, thus diverting attention from the real
perpetrators of these violations.
We, at KRF encourage response by likeminded or otherwise, people and organizations, on documents,
articles & video content produced on multiple social media platforms by us to apprise all citizens of such violations.
KRF will endeavor to expose the designs of the perpetrators by studying the past and present and producing the
facts for public scrutiny as part of our research and highlight such events in present, earliest on occurrence.

A Review of

Human Rights Violations in Kashmir
for the month of OCTOBER 2021
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YOUNG MAJIDA STRONG BELIEVER OF DEMOCRACY
KILLED IN SRINAGAR

On Saturday Oct 2, an innocent Kashmiri was

population to perpetuate their role and create a

shot dead by terrorists in the Karan Nagar area of

situation

Srinagar. The civilian identified as Majid Ahmad Gojri,

Gojriimplies harsh reaction of the terror outfit- TRF

a resident of Galwanteng, Chattabal, Srinagar, was

for an important role he played in the society. He had

targeted from a very close range. The slain had been

chosen to come out from the side of silent majority

targeted with three bullets on the chest and one on

section into a faction that raises their voice against

his face. Terrorists had earlier on as well attacked

atrocities perpetuated by the terrorists from time to

several unarmed and innocent citizens of the valley

time. A responsible rights holder of the Kashmiri

of

uncertainty.

floor which has impacted the life
of a common Kashmiri citizen.
Terrorists

in

a

new

strategy

selectively target the citizens who
dare to speak their mind, hold a
strong

nationalist

barrier

the

belief

and

anti-national

elements.
Now

with

emergence

of

security beef up, terrorists have
also

shifted

navigate
wherein

in

their

crowded

they

target

gears

to

killing

of

Majid

society, Majid was active in nation
Terrorists in a new strategy
selectively target the citizens
who dare to speak their mind,
hold a strong nationalist belief
and barrier the anti-national

building

activities,

prejudice

of

which

for

the

terrorists

eliminated him. The intent of
these terror outfits deem unfair
as killing of an innocent Kashmiri
is

bare-terrorism

Jihaad,

to

gain

in

name

wide

of

public

elements. To hide the atrocities

outreach but certainly Kashmiris

the prime targets include

have comprehended the reality

potential youth having reach and

markets,
innocent

The

and

are

wrong
connectivity with the masses.

Islam.

ardent

teachings

to
in

falsify
name

the
of
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SRINAGAR CITY LOSES PDD EMPLOYEE,
MOHAMMAD SHAFI TO BULLETS OF TERRORISTS
On the same day of Oct 2nd, in evening another

for loud voices of the respective areas. This inturn

Kashmri civilian Mohammad Shafi Dar, 45 was target

hampers the developmental process due to which

killed by armed terrorists in heart of Srinagar city.

hopelessness has significantly rose up. Also the

The two separate attacks in the same day followed by

prosperity among masses gets hard hit that leads to

a grenade attack on CRPF bunker raise eyebrows

slow process of radicalization. The process keeps on

over operationalization of the offshoots of the parent

toling in undue manner which at some instant come

LeT

The

out as an outrage against elected goverenment

terrorists are spreading their OGW nexus in the valley

formation, thus in a steady way terror organizations

to extend their ground after various eliminations in

intrude into our lives and disrupt the normacly and

the recent past by alert security forces. As though

peace completely.

panches, sarpanches, and youth leaders are always

on civilians have burnt the space that ensured the

under scanner of the outfits, but the alertness from

opinion sharing few years aback. Brave hearts are

forces have squeezed their space for direct outreach

gunned

in

targeting

the

innocent

Kashmiris.

down

brutally

and common attackings. Now
the ways for them to attack
have been lowered but taking
benefit from crowd, the public
gatherings terrorists in civilian

The congruence in the attacks

on

roads,

intensely
The congruence in the attacks on
civilians have narrowed the space
that ensured the opinion sharing few

in

near

houses

public

places

maintaining the highest level
of

fear

among

masses

to

disturb the relationship with
security forces. Hence a gap

attire frisk inand mint their

years back. Brave hearts are gunned

has

illicit

down brutally on roads, near houses,

commoners and saviours of

designs

by

soft

targetings, with the help of

intensely in public places,

small fire arms. Consecutive
attacks give more evidence of

cleft

nation

not

in

between

due

to

any

animosity but due prevaling
maintaining the highest level of fear

fear spill which at root level is

among masses to disturb the

aimed at narrowing the space

relationship with security forces.

situation created by off-shoots
of Pak-sponsored agencies.
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TERRORISTS TARGET CRPF BUNKER
IN GRENADE ATTACK

A part from two killings in a single day armed

always ready to tackle the situations with great valor.

terrorists hurled a grenade at CRPF bunker near

Every month grenade attacks are faced by our

Oxford

security forces yet the confidence to deal with rogue

School

road

area

of

South

Kashmir's

Anantnag district. However in the attack nobody was
injured.

These

grenade

attacks

are

mostly

forces is seen atop.
Terrorists

also

target

local

representatives-

undertaken by the bike borne miscreants, who take

panches,

benefit out of the locals walking across the busy

maintaining a gap from them to avoid the arrest by

sarpanches,

streets. The coward terrorists
violate humanitarian laws and
cause huge disturbance to the

earnings

dependent

on

are
rush

directly
in

the

markets. Due to incompetency
to

cause

misery

to

security

agencies terrorists find the way
of attacking pickets and police
parties

as

maintain

an

opportunity

their

to

presence.

Meanwhile, the alert forces are

youth

leaders,

while

forces performing their duties
Short of confidence due to
consistent elimintion of so

shop owners and poor vendors
whose

and

on nook and corners of the
valley floor for law and order
maintenance which is found at

called Gazis, Jihaadi nexus

risk

concerning

multiple

off-

finds it hard to break the

shoots of the terror sponsors.

security cover thus resort to safe

Although the motivation behind

method of lobbing grenades on
security forces and innocent
Kashmiris irrespective of their
innocence, gender and age.

these destructive acts is obvious,
but

exploitation

teachings

has

in

religious

worsened

condition by a large scale.

the
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SUMO ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT SHOT DEAD
BY TERRORISTS IN BANDIPORA
On October 5, in a deplorable act of violence
Mohammad Shafi Lone was killed in Bandipora. The

were focused to topple all audacious claims of
government.

killing was third incident of terror in a single day. In the

Adding fuel to the problem, the basic paradox of

trio incidents, terrorists target killed two innocent

Article 370 was thrown into debate of terror heads

Kashmiris and a non-local street vendor from Bihar,

which

sending a deep shock down the spine in all sections of

asserted assassination of non-locals could free the

Kashmir

occupied spaces and some had built the opposite

valley;

especially

the

non-Muslim

culminated

with

multiple

results,

some

community witnessed it as a whistleblower, purveying

narrative

the reports about possible attacks on them. In

abrogation of article 370. It is relevant to mention that

Srinagar,

Bindroo,

an article of Indian constitution was a candy around

owner of a famous clinic 'Bindroo's' was also shot

which multiple state and non-state actors buzzed in

dead. Meanwhile, in another terror incident near

their respective styles.

famous

chemist

Makhan

Lal

Madina Chowk Lalbazar area, terrorists brutally killed

to

counter

the

emerging

peace

post

A nationalist voice has longer been silenced by the

a non-local (street hawker) identified as Virender

radical

Paswan resident of Bhagalpur Bihar.

representatives whose single aim remains prosperity

Multiple

aims

lie

behind

the

scene

of

these

targeted killings. One, creating a climate of fear to

and

section

development

the

industrial

countering

the

sector.

Two,

narrative

of

situation,

though

has resorted to killing of
locals, non-locals and

agencies reached the point that
normalcy had returned, and a

the nationalist voices seem to

in

terror

incidents

was

claimed, but the recent attacks

society

the

are

local

eliminated

suffocates

And
the

their

killing

believers

in

constitutional remedies and of
those

being

taught

about

moderation and nation building.
persons from minority
community as well. However,

dip

the

society;

democracy.
Violence from barrel of guns

government regarding the postarticle

of

the

because they envision the peace of the area in

deteriorate peace of valley and
hurdle the investors to spend in

of

be the priority of terrorists.

Such

grave

violations
willfully

by

human

rights

terrorists

designed

to

are

facilitate

uncertainty and to achieve the
pre-planned goals.
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OWNER OF BINDROO MEDICATE SHOT DEAD
IN IQBAL PARK SRINAGAR
Sixty-eight-year-old Makhan Lal Bindroo was shot

Shraddha Bindroo, daughter of Makhan Lal Bindroo

at by the assailants from point-blank range while he

in conversation with media said that her father may

was at his pharmacy dispensing medicines.

have died but his spirit would always live on. "My

He received four bullets and was declared brought
dead at SMHS hospital. A famous chemist in the

father was a fighter, he always said Ill die with my
shoes on' she further added,

area, Bindroo had been operating his pharmacy in

You can kill one person, but you cant kill the spirit

Srinagar for many decades and was also well known

of Makhan Lal. Whoever shot dead my father, come

for his philanthropic works.

in front of me. My father gave me education, while

A Kashmiri Pandit, Makhan Lal Bindroo, was one
of

the

few

community

from

who

did

politicians gave you guns and stones. You want to

the
not

migrate out even at the onset
of militancy in 1990.

fight with guns and stones?
The congruence in the attacks on
civilians have narrowed the space

He stayed back along with

that ensured the opinion sharing few

his wife to continue operating

years back. Brave hearts are gunned

his business which grew to

down brutally on roads, near houses,

become a trusted name in the
city for quality medicines.As
an

intrinsic

part

of

the

Kashmiri Pandit community,
he will never die from the
remembrances of the people.

That

is

cowardice.

politicians
come

are

and

using

All
you,

fight

with

past

three

education

Over

the

decades the Kashmiri society
intensely in public places,
maintaining the highest level of fear
among masses to disturb the
relationship with security forces.

has

been

subjected

to

undergo a difficult phase of
death,
denial

destruction
of

obligatory

and

a

space

which complicated the overall
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situation

of

Kashmir.The

targeted

killing of Makhan Lal Bindroo was a
worst attack on the ethos, the cultural
fabric of the valley. There are around
808 Pandit families in the valley and
gunning

down

of

one

prominent

member is direct assault on all of them.
Assailants aim at cutting the historical
and sacred thread of Pandit - Muslim
brotherhood, which is the very essence
of the Kashmiriyat. The following attack
was

one

major

incident

on

Pandit

community after 18 years, the last
attack

was

documented

in

2003,

Nadimarg

gun holders. The terrorists by executing such aghast
terrorist operations subjugate the rights of innocent

massacre.
The essence of Kashmiriyat; tolerance, diversity

people who dream to have a Switzerland like Kashmir

in

by playing their role in bringing the normalcy and

danger, also the crucial aspect of Kashmirs syncretic

prosperity to the paradise Kashmir. The perceptions

tradition and a journey of faith were wholly subdued

of violence have since long wanted that valley should

with the deadly ideology of terror organizations in

remain

current time. All the Kashmiris should take strong

preventing it to be prosperous and peaceful.

and

harmonious

co-existence

has

been

put

note of this targeted killing, and send a harsh note to

bloodbathed

with

terror

incidents

thus
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SIKH PRINCIPAL, HINDU TEACHER KILLED
INSIDE SCHOOL PREMISES
A SCAR ON RIGHTS OF MINORITIES HUMANITY OF THE MAJORITY

Just a day after the killing of three innocent

after lessoning their students of national symbols, the

civilians, terrorist this time endlives of two builders of

puzzle clarifies the debate, why the duo were targeted

the nation. The candles of enlightenment were

leaving the rest alive without any harm. The question

present in the school at the time when armed

arises, why were the rest of teachers left unharmed?

terrorists barged inside, singled them out and killed

Rogue forces wanted a communal tension to arise in

them brutally.The incident happened in Srinagar's

the

Idgah area in Boys Higher Secondary School Idgah.

surprisingly no staff member would contact the

The teacher died on the spot and the principal took

security forces and thus the whole Kashmiri society

her last breath while on the way to the hospital.

failed in safeguarding the rights of the minorities.

Deepak Chand and Principal Supinder Kaur had only

Around twenty balance teachers of the school, so

last month been practising the national anthem. The

called architects of nation and belief remained silent

pride and patriotism instilled in the nerves, a song of

and watched the slaughter as mute spectators. The

diversity as a single rainbow was what duo were

Hindu teacher and Sikh Principal were involved in

advising to their students. The killing of teachers is

building

gruesome attack on education system of the valley,

valley

that

could

fed

their

narrative,

and

the multi-cultural, and multi-ethnic identity of the

furthering this during the 90s some 5000+ schools

valley

including the prominent Pandit scholars, intellectuals

Kashmiriyat, but their assassination is a blot on the

were assassinated to intentionally lower the quality of

liberty of civil society. The open killing of minority

education, and here also the prejudice of terror

based weavers of culture will have a long lasting, and

organizations took arousal and hence took lives of

post-traumatic effects minds of more than 150

two teachers of minority community.

students. The teachers present in premises probably

These
suspect,

killings
one

provide

targeting

of

us

two

evidences

minority

to

community,

that

amounts

to

the

real

essence

of

have lost the right to be called as teachers, and the
collective shame should be their case.

second to weaken the belief and revival in reverence

The locality of philanthropic Principal was left in

for national entities. By elimination of these teachers

deep shock while they heard of her killing, as 52 year
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old Supinder Kaur had

The killing of non-muslim teachers is an

been an intrinsic believer
of Kashmiriyat. She had

attempt to disintegrate and harm the basic

recently bought a car to

fabric of Kashmiri society and essence of

drive her sons towards

Kashmiriyat, that they are bringing a Pakistani
culture of violence against non-Muslim

respect for all faiths and

members of society.Thus the whole Kashmiri

for the same reason, she

orphan

a

Muslim

girl

l o c a l i t y.

in

The

society failed in safeguarding the rights of the

their

minorities. Around twenty balance teachers of

locals

the school, so called architects of nation and

exchanged their miseries
with Supinder, such was

belief  remained silent and watched the

her sincerity towards the
neighborhood.

education

system

development

and

in

the

industrial sector of the
valley. These incidentsthe killing of Sikhs and

school. Kaur had a deep

mothered

retarding the expansion

slaughter as mute spectators.

Pandits
from

as

last

retained

week,
fear

suspicion

in

has
and
said

communities. As such,
these incidents replicate
day

by

gross

day,

involving

human

violations,

Every

identified

rights

curb

of

freedom and devastation

day her routine included
a share of love and affection for the Muslims living

of peace.

around in the area. Though she had her two kids, but

This is an attempt to disintegrate and harm the

she brought up three and more with her vast heart.

basic fabric of Kashmiri society and essence of

One Muslim orphan girl, whose deep emotional

Kashmiriyat that they are bringing a Pakistani culture

connection with Kaur was rigid than her oen sons,

of violence against the Non-Muslim members of

unfortunately she got orphan once again and has no

society.

idea why her lovely mother was killed.
Her killing had a far-reaching effect
on the faith of brotherhood among
the majority-minority sections in the
valley. As a positive indication of love,
she

would

repeatedly

insist

her

relatives visit Kashmir and explore
the

scenic

beauty

here.

Kaur

represented the whole minority in a
meaningful and inclusive way to the
rest of the country.
Deepak Chand, whose 3-year-old
daughter had insisted him not to go,
is distraught now. While his fathers
only crime was, he belonged to the
Hindu

community.

For

visiting

Kashmir innocent Kashmiri family is
now in a pall of gloom. Every section
of society condemned the killings,
including EJAC, Kashmir Chamber
of

Commerce

as

well.

Similarly,

terror outfits have been focusing on
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TERRORISTS THROW GRENADE
AT CRPF BUNKER IN SRINAGAR

On Oct 8, terrorists lobbed a grenade at a security

government, as a common man finds no time in

forces bunker in the Safa kadal area of the city. In

unlocking

another incident two cops were injured after armed

unhappiness, growth in violence ultimately result in

terrorists fired upon a police party in the Manzgam

disaffection with the government, which later on

area of Kulgam district on Saturday, Oct 09. The

culminate with the unexpected unrests like the

cycle of violence continues in the valley with a new

instances of the recent past. The LG said, while

routine,

hurling

addressing the police commemoration day parade at

targeted

killing

of

grenades,

incidents.

The

mine

blasts

social

and

fabric

the

deadly

plans

of

terrorists.

The

of

the Armed Police Complex: attempts are being

Kashmiri society is next in target, as such Sikh and

made Pakistan to disrupt the process of peace and

Pandit communities stand perforated by the exposed

development in J&K. our brave security forces will

crime of terrorists. The conflict is
gripping the Kashmiriyat within
terrorism's hole and disgruntling
the multi-cultural identity of the
valley, alienating minorities more
from the ambit of brotherhood.
As the grenade was lobbed,
the window panes of the vehicle
sooted like smoke and charcoal.
The

damage

government

to

public

property

is

and
one

neutralize every terror threat.
By throwing grenades on
security forces which are easier
to carry, terrorists please their
masters sitting in cozy rooms in
Pakistan. Our sleep is possible
with their vigilant eyes
prowling for the enemy and the
prosperity culmination of their

portion of the plan to frustrate
the

people

with

the

present

Kashmiris are suffering from
a trauma of these daily attacks
years, no dusk arrives without
causing miseries to the innocent
people. The paradise is burning
for

irrational

Spate

of

killings of civilians in recent days
has

again

led

to

unease,

particularly among the religious
minorities.

endless sacrifices

gains.
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TERRORISTS TARGET KILL TWO NON – LOCALS IN PULWAMA
Armed terrorists shot dead two non-local persons

vendors who come from various parts of the country,

in the Srinagar and Pulwama districts of central and

bear all hardships to earn livelihood for their families.

south Kashmir respectively on Saturday 16 Oct.

Killing them in cold blood is the brutal face of terror

The terrorists fired upon the non-local Sageer

organizations. The civilian killings are unforgivable,

Ahmad of Saharanpur UP, near Litter Pulwama in the

mindless

evening and killed him in cold blood. Sageer a

unacceptable, and this spree of innocent civilians is

carpenter by profession was immediately moved to

unbearable.

and

highly

condemnable

and

the hospital where he succumbed. With a wish to take

These heinous attacks call for an unconditional

out the family from poverty he had come to Kashmir.

condemnation from both social and political forums

The killing came in less than an hour after unknown

in the valley. Kashmiriyat can never be tainted with the

gunmen killed a non-local street
hawker, Arvind Kumar Sah, near
Edgah Park in Srinagar.
Lieutenant Governor Manoj
Sinha,

CPI

Mohammad

(M)

Yousuf

leader
Tarigami,

NC vice president and former
Chief Minister Omar Abdullah,
PDP

Chief

minister

and

former

Mehbooba

chief
Mufti,

People's conference and almost
every

party

condemned

the

blood of innocent and those
The killings of non-locals by
terrorist groups are an attack on
rich cultural ethos, tolerance and
Rishi-Sufi tradition which has been
praised throughout the world. The
poor Biharis had come to valley
with hopes high to earn their
livelihood to support their families
and fight with the poverty but their

attack.

the historical ethos of Jammu
and Kashmir have undermined
the strength of our cultural roots
that are enshrined in a Sufi-Rishi
tradition. The fringe lobby can
never define the majority public
sentiment. Such killings pertain
to

direct

rights,

violation of

and

extended

this

be

wonders,

the

fault

of

what
poor

dreams were shattered and their
familes distraught.

human

abuse

propagation

terrorism in valley.
One

could

elements who covet to destroy

is
of

BY TERRORISTS IN ZAINAPORA, SHOPIAN
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TWO NON-LOCAL
LABOURERS KILLED,
ANOTHER INJURED
IN GANJIPORA
KULGAM
On 17 Oct, in Kulgam two

with

a

series

of

other

and

legal

more non-locals were killed and

constitutional

another injured at Wanpoh. The

measures,

duo

networks was largely broken. The

Ra j a

Re s h i

Dev

and

the

back

of

terror

Joginder Reshi Dev belong to

most

Bihar. Joginder Dev is survived

measures was the focus laid on

important

of

these

by his old mother, wife and three children. Chun

dismantling many networks which had thrived in J&K

Chun Reshi Das received some injuries and was

over 30 years, and on which the terror industry

immediately

depended.

hospitalized.

The

valley

has

been

clouded with grief and dismay post assassination of

Day after day, the killings take a toll, due to which

poor vendors who come to earn their livelihood.

an atmosphere of gun culture and fear culture are

Extremely callous new phenomenon of killing cycle

taking boom. From the killing of teachers to non-

has upset the applecart. The attacks were intended

local laborers, the terrorists are trying to create fear

especially when high impact is needed by the terror

psychosis in the valley. The gruesome murder of poor

handlers. The impact needed at the initiation of the

vendors amounts to mere barbarism and utter

campaign or impetus has started flagging red. The

frustration of the terrorist groups. The terrorists are

soft

targets

investment

with

risk

low

become

necessary and minorities are
among the softest targets just
as another variety of peoplesoldiers, policemen on leave.
Two aspects are important
in this analysis. First is the fact
that

after

the

decisions

of

turning the valley into a blood
Famous for the name paradise on
earth poor vendors and labourers
visit valley for earning, that too
meagre- selling Gol gappas,

against terror and combined it

state,

where

no

guarantee of the right to life is
exercised.

Many

of

these

attacks have already damaged
the

flow

of

tourists

and

labouring hard through day and

hampered the investors from

night, while being some hundred

entering into the valley. KRF

kilometers away from home. Killing

August 5, 2019, when India
undertook a fresh robust drive

painted

strongly

denounces

the

barbaric attack on non-local
these innocent and poor vendors is
highest level of brutality.

laborers who lost their lives.
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INNOCENT
KASHMIRI YOUTH
KILLED
BY TERRORISTS
IN ZAINAPORA,
SHOPIAN
On the morning of Sunday, Oct 24, one civilian

threatening

to

Democratic

actors.

The

greater

was killed near CRPF camp in Zainapora hamlet in

damage alots more power to terrorists in spread of

Shopian. The civilian identified as Shahid Aijaz from

fear and alows them to succeed in their nefarious

Anantnag was killed in a firing initiated by terrorists at

plans. The very base of their nexus is fear, suspicion

the Babapora area of Shopian. Many such cases have

and warning which prove out to be a working tool for

appeared before us, where innocent civilians were

the parent organization like LeT, JeM, and out-shoots.

targeted, for their walk on the streets. Unfortunately,

The killing of a youth delves the disaffection of people

the lanes of Kashmir had been turned into a warzone

into government formation, for many reasons, where

by armed organizations, which aim to disrupt the

hopelessness is employed as a psychological tool.

peace and stability of the region. The intent of

For

saving

their

lives

terrorists is clear, sabotaging
all peacebuilding measures,
balancing

the

worst

economy of the region. The
case arises if the economy of
the region is head-on, the
economies
terror

and

shares

of

associations

disgruntle,
perpetuation

thus
in

the

cases

of

violence is a chain, that is
not

allowed

to

break

killings,

grenade

k i d n a p p i n g s

attacks
a n d

normally

target

innocent Kashmiris in order
The disregard of terrorists killing innocent
civilian in crowded place is a clear
indication of their capablity to resort to
collateral damage and blame on security
forces. Masses while falling in trap of
terrorists sometimes misinterpret their
security forces and show their reactions,
which in reality provides terrorists a space

by

constant instigation of target

terrorists

to divert their attention from
the

encounter

also,

masses

misinterpret
forces

and most importantly the time to elope
from the spot.

sometimes

their

and

Here

security

show

their

reactions, which in reality
provides terrorists a space
and

base

illegitimate

for

evil,

and

activities.

KRF

condemns the killing of a
gullible

and base for evil, illegitimate activities

sites.

behind

civilian,
a

dependents.

who

family

left
and
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TERRORISTS LOB GRENADE ON POLICE STATION
IN KAKAPORA PULWAMA

On the evening of 25 Oct, terrorists lobbed a

The misery of people is even deeper, who lose their

Kakapora,

bread earners, sons and daughters in deplorable acts

Pulwama district. The grenade was hurled towards

which are against the humanitarian law. The rogue

police station Kakapora, however, it exploded outside

forces are prime cause of the underdevelopment and

and there was no loss of life or injury in the attack.

loss of human resource. With the grenade attacking

Grenade attacks are turning as a meek effective tool

we have lost a huge majority who were highly capable

by terrorists to avoid confrontation with forces. Upon

of changing the fate of Kashmiris. The doctors,

lobbing terrorists flee away from the spot, and hurl

engineers, political scientists and politicians we lost

the small explosive in their targeted direction. More

in the game of guns have deprived us of a potent

grenade

towards

security

forces

in

leader. The separatism would have

so, several lives are lost in these
terror attacks that have been used
as a tactic for the propagation of
fear

and

suspicion

ultimately

resulting in the destabilization of
the economy, and harming the
peace process in Kashmir. The
damage is uncountable on either

Attack on police station is an
instance of highest degree of
terrorism. Rogue forces want
to worsen the law and order
situation of Kashmir to

ends, no introspection was ever

perpetuate their unlawful

done by the terrorist groups to

activities and forbid

reduce the activity and let the
people take a sigh of relief.

Kashmiris of their rights.

eliminated if a towering leader was
there to counter their ideology.
Grenade
maintained
maneuver

attacks
as

of

activities,

a

are

consistent

terrorism-related
avoiding

their

traceability. The talk of concern is
constant

human

infringements

by

rights

terrorists

through target killings, grenade
attacks and life threats.
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GRENADE ATTACK IN JAMMU AND KASHMIR’S
BANDIPORA, SIX CIVILIANS INJURED

In a low-intensity explosion, a woman among six

have driven the valley away from an investment

innocent Kashmiris were injured in the Sumbal area

sector. The terrorist activities must be condemned in

of north Kashmir's Bandipora district on 26 Oct

one strong voice. A collective response is badly

2021.Upon

authorities

needed to thwart the harm and destruction to human

identified the injured as Mushtaq Ahmad Bhat of

resources and the economic stability of the valley.

Safapora, Tasleema wife of Abdul Hameed Malla of

The terror networks run by a plethora of over ground

Markundal, Faroz Ahmad son of Bashir Ahmad,

workers (OGWs) help to shore up the terror. While

Mohammad

of

terrorists were regularly eliminated, these networks

Safapora and Abdul Hameed Malla. Today marks the

thrived and continued to support the creation and

historical event when the instrument of accession was

functioning of the replacements which were provided

signed with the Indian Union by the Kashmiri leaders

by recruitment or infiltration. The networks also had

way

academic, financial, media, ideological and legal

back

investigation,

Altaf

in

anniversary.

of

1947,
As

of

hospital

Maloora,

the
now,

Faisal

explosion

Ahmad

came

on

its

six

homes are crying with utmost

linkages. Once the networks
Taregting innocent kashmiris

suffering and this story goes far
beyond

grief

and

pain.

got hit, the chances of revival of
terror started to dwindle. It is

seems to have become a norm and

important for the ISI to retain

the

priority of the terrorist groups. The

these networks and back them

happiness of valley on a lease,

economy from sufferings of people

with

Te r r o r i s m

human

has

rights

intensify

t a ke n

violations

due

to

the

repercussions of frustration in
t e r r o r

o u t f i t s .

T h e

developmental projects, drives
against

corruption

continuity

in

terror

but

this

activities

is extracted by groups
operationalized from Pakistan and
people are left in utter pain. Many
people loose their body parts and
are hadicapped for lifetime.

intermittent

high-profile

acts to project relevance of
separatists

and

terrorists.

High-profile acts are not easy
to come by with the dragnet
laid by the security forces.
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SUMMARY OF
TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
IN OCTOMBER 2021
1. There have been Twelve incidents of human rights violation by terrorists in Kashmir valley in the
month of Oct 2021.
(a)

06 Innocent citizens and 02 Security forces personnel suffered injuries during these attacks.

(b)

12 Innocent citizens lost their lives in terrorist violence in the month of Oct 21.

Incidents

Civ Deaths

12

11

Civ Injured
06

Police / SF Death

Police / SF Injured

Nil

02

 02 Oct 2021-

Majid, a strong believer of democracy killed

 02 Oct 2021-

PDD employee, Mohammad Shafi killed in Srinagar

 02 Oct 2021-

CRPF bunker targeted in grenade attack

 05 Oct 2021-

Sumo Association president shot dead in Bandipora

 06 Oct 2021 -

Owner of Bindroo medicate shot dead in Srinagar

 08 Oct 2021-

Sikh Principal and Hindu teacher killed inside school

 08 Oct 2021-

Terrorists hurl grenade at CRPF bunker in Srinagar

 08 Oct 2021 -

02 cops injured in an attack in Pulwama

 16 Oct 2021-

02 non-local laborers killed in Pulwama

 17 Oct 2021-

02 non-local laborers target killed in Kulgam

 24 Oct 2021-

Terrorists kill a civilian inShopian

 25 Oct 2021-

Grenade attack on Police station in Kakapora

 26 Oct 2021-

06 civilians injured in Bandipora after grenade attack
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